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That was 2018 for us 
 
The year was richly filled again and all four of us were in 
good health and spirits. In our Christmas card we 
promised in a footnote to summarize it on this site… a 
little foolish but here is an attempt… Harry writes, 
Renate edits, finished on January 7th 2019, a bit late… 
 
For us the surprising resilience of Opa Dieter (turned 94 
last November) after the loss of Oma Hannelore in May 
2017, is a gift for which we are truly grateful. His 
household, with only himself and the cat Pauline, is well 
kept with help from immediate neighbours, some family 
in his town and Renate’s daily FaceTime contact plus 
fortnightly visits when tasty food in daily freezer 
portions as well as washed and ironed heaps of clothes 
are delivered. His tennis sessions, in tennis halls in the 
winter, other times on open club courts, him on his toes; 
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his regular language courses (French and English, since 
selling the bungalow in Riomar in 2015 he has dropped 
Spanish) among small groups of friends –mostly retired 
women- keep him sharp and socially agile. The world’s 
best weekly periodical Die ZEIT provides his cultural 
and intellectual input with over 50 pages delivered every 
Thursday for the last 50+ years! 
 
We enjoyed the Winter Olympics in South Korea, with a 
huge harvest of German and Dutch – and Canadian (!) 
medals, on TV either in real time or in recorded mode. A 
peaceful chauvinism marks these events, the media 
present very different games in each nation… In March 
the very green and mountainous Isle of La Palma was the 
place where we celebrated brother Hank’s 80th birthday, 
together with his wife Anne, our sister Rika and her 
husband Grant. 
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H & A had rented a lovely villa high above the East coast 
looking towards La Gomera and Tenerife, the weather 
was mostly sunny and balmy so we were outside a lot; 
with two identical comfortable SUVs we were all over 
this amazing island, with good roads, innumerable 
curves, spectacular views, terraced banana plantations 

  
 
and cozy fisher villages. One day we were guests at the 
world’s top Northern Hemisphere astronomical 
observatory Roque de los Muchachos www.iac.es on the 
2300m high edge of the Caldeira; this extraordinary 
European astroscience centre has NL participation still, 
thanks to Harry’s 1979 initiative for a strategic alliance 
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of NL astronomy with Spain’s and the UK’s. A sustained 
collaboration to this day. 
 
Then we drove to Munich for Larissa’s settling into her 
apartment in Moosach, a Munich borough with a perfect 
public transport connection to the heart of the city and  
 

 
Larissa’s institute. Another reason to travel these 900 km 
was the dedication of ESO’s stunning Public Centre, 
called SUPERNOVA,  www.supernova.eso.org, an 
imaginative gift from the Foundation of Klaus Tschira, 
one of SAP’s founders. Highly recommended for an 
exciting way to update your astronomy knowhow! 
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It was our joy to host yet another family of sister Stiny’s 
offspring, this time Edwin and Cindy from Michigan, 
plus their adult children Amy and Blake. The four 
wandered all over our compact country in our Prius, with 
our place as home base. All but one (David) of Stiny’s 
seven children have now spent time with us, some 
repeatedly. We trust we will see the Chicago foursome 
here too in the near future!  
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About my three older children and their families: 
Ruben and his AnneMarie made it an eventful year filled 
with work and pleasures. They are now both independent 
entrepreneurs, Ruben a software designer and -maker on 
the basis of the filemaker platform  
https://nl.linkedin.com/in/ruben-van-der-laan-b721904 
on which he is an exceptional specialist. This year he got 
himself a TESLA S and never before did he so enjoy 
driving! AnneMarie uses their very spacious home to run 
her startling very creative business which I will not 
attempt to describe; just look at 
https://www.scraptaculardesign.nl and be amazed! 
 
Ingeborg and Rudi with their daughters Francine and 
Juliette continue their busy lives in Wassenaar near The 
Hague. Juliette had a major role in the annual school 
theatre performance; I found it fun to watch, here we 
have an acting talent unfolding! Francine is in her final 
year in high school and has started exploring the myriad 
of tertiary education possibilities she will have to choose 
from… not easy at all! Ingeborg does interesting 
publishing work at BRILL Publishing in Leiden, 
brill.com an amazing publishing House that has managed 
to survive for 350 years! Rudi is now a partner in The 
Hague’s biggest real estate company frisiamakelaars.nl. 
He has a gift for city development and entices investors 
and developers to build major housing projects in the 
middle to upper range; and then he sells these attractive 
places in choice locations! Next to his busy job Rudi has 
for several years worked on the advanced courses for 
professional real estate agents, fortunately completing 
this arduous task this past year! A relief for Ingeborg and 
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the girls: no more ...shuuuuu Dad is studying…! Last 
week they were on skis in Switzerland!  
 
Vincent and his Rosita decided to our delight to buy a 
house wherein to live together, selling both of theirs. In 
fact they decided to marry!! Their new wonderful home 
is a roomy townhouse in a town called Pijnacker, close to 
Rotterdam and Delft. They had it renovated to their taste 
and worked hard to decorate and furnish the place. They 
have a very deep lush garden that ends at a canal, much 
like our garden does. More on the wedding in a moment. 
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Did we travel more in 2018? Yes, twice to the Costa 
Blanca, three weeks in May, three in October.  
 

 
 
 
The duplex and the pool garden, here seen photographed 
from our upper terrace, are such a restful abode, the 
beach and the Mediterranean such marvelous treasures of 
our location, these six weeks are among the most 
memorable every year. The region with the cities 
Alicante, Santa Pola and Elche are by now so familiar it 
is our Spanish segunda patria. 
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Now about our ‘youngsters’: Larissa left her Utrecht 
institute for personal reasons in the spring; she strongly 
felt that place as alien to her. She was off to Iceland, her 
country of fond choice, as artist in residence in 
Seydisfjordur. This is Iceland’s  
 

 
 
Easternmost harbour village and La felt right at home, 
living with other artists and creating her own things. 
Renate payed this hospitable place a brief visit at the end 
of their early November music festival participation in 
Reykjavik. At that festival a year earlier Renate and 
Larissa got to know Aska, a Japanese medical doctor 
living in Haarlem and working as an internet medic 
employed by SOS International. The three of them hit it 
off very well and because Aska was missing a family 
circle, we invited her into ours. She happily came to our 
family Christmas celebration in 2017 and has been a 
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frequent visitor to our home since. After returning home 
from Iceand Larissa managed to get a temporary research 
position, in her city of birth, Munich, at the Bavarian 
Academy of Sciences. She works on computer models of 
Alpine glaciers and also visits a major glacier for on the 
spot measurements, sometimes under tough conditions. 
Larissa loves ice and snow, which explains why this  
 

 
 
week after Xmas she is teaching snowboarding to a 
dozen teenagers on the slopes of Serfaus in Tyrol: this is 
her home-away-from-home with close friends and a 
Serfaus family where she is like one of their own.  
On 20 August Kolya defended his Master’s thesis at the 
Technical University Delft, TUD.nl . For us this was a 
very festive day, K made an awesome presentation to an 
audience of TUD staff including a four person academic 
committee, many friends and nearly all of our family. He 
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got the maximum rating of 10 out of 10 for his talk, in 
flawless English! For the contents and form of his thesis 
he was awarded a 9.5, very exceptional rating for an  
M. Sc. (Engineering) thesis. You can believe the dinner 
with about 30 people in a pleasant Delft restaurant was a 
lively affair enjoyed by all. 
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The above photo shows Kolya in action; the next one 
with his academic jury. 
K then drove us to an airport hotel and went home to 
look after his friends the cats Luca and Giulia, the plants, 
the mail and the house for ten days. H & R flew to 
beautiful Vienna the next morning where Harry 
participated in the triennial General Assembly of the 
International Astronomical Union IAU, the club of world 
astronomers that held the last GA in Honolulu in 2015. 
Aska and Larissa joined us for part of the time in the 
roomy centrally located AirBnB apartment R booked 
much earlier. The women, occasionally joined by H, 
visited many of the marvelous Austrian capital’s hot 
spots, theatres and musea. H stayed till conference end 
but on his way home lost his 2018 agenda in the EasyJet 
aircraft, a loss that was not recovered and made his life  
much more difficult, including the writing of this report. 
Only thanks to his iPhone photo series was he able to 
more or less reconstruct the contours of this busy year.  
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In September the annual Young European Radio 
Astronomers Conference, www.yerac.com was held in 
Dwingeloo. It was 51 years after Harry invented this 
activity, together with two European colleagues in the 
summer of 1967, at NRAO in Charlottesville VA, 
headquarters of US radio astronomy where he was a 
young guest scientist. This year he was guest of honour 
and eldest speaker. YERAC has since 1968 meant an 
early career international experience for thousands of 
young radio astronomers, lasting all this time and 
providing the field with a European cross border 
dynamic indispensable for world class science.  
 
 

 
 
On 21 September we had the absolute highlight of the 
year: in a castle only 10 km from our house Vincent and 
Rosita were happily married. The weather had looked 
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rainy and stormy in the day’s forecasts but when the 
people walked into the lovely ancient building and later 
for a second ceremony in the park, there were enormous 
groups of wind driven clouds, some very dark but 
leaving deep blue skies as well, dry at key moments! The 
atmosphere was warm and cheerful, the ceremonies 
touchingly simple expressions of love and troth. The 
Indonesian dinner was uncommonly tasty, the music was 
enthusiastic, the dancing energetic. Such fun!! There 
were spaces large and small for talking in diverse groups 
or one on one. An unforgettable day! Unfortunately 
Kolya missed all this because he was on surfing vacation 
with friends, booked long before. We need another 
wedding! 
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On the 12th of November Rosita suddenly suffered very 
severe jabs of pain in her chest along with shortness of 
breath. She was rushed to hospital where cardiologists 
concluded serious blockage of major arteries around the 
heart. Further diagnostic work concluded with the 
inescapable advice for an open heart multiple bypass 
operation. As none of us had heard of cheerful Rosita 
having a heart condition, we all were so shocked! 
Operation was performed immediately and according to 
the surgeons with very satisfactory results. Of course 
such an operation is very tough and the patient endures a 
lot of wound pain and exhaustion for weeks to come. We 
are now about 8 weeks later, Rosita is recovering steadily 
–except for one relapse- but slowly. Expectation is that 
she will need another month or three to regain her full 
vitality. This was an extraordinary contrast with the 
wonderful wedding party’s exuberant bride..! Vincent 
and Rosita’s sister Patricia -herself a medical doctor- 
have been great supports in their patient’s rehab and we 
have good reason to believe in full recovery in this 
winter so Rosita can enjoy her garden in the spring! 
 
Promising highs and lows in the year, it seems right also 
to report both one near drowning and one serious car 
accident; they ended well for us but both could have been 
tragedies. 
 
At our Spanish place we always start the day with a long 
beach walk and a swim in the Mediterranean Sea. That 
we also did when Aska was with us in October. One 
morning the wind was much stronger than average, 
coming from the sea and creating a spectacular surf. We 
decided nevertheless to swim and at our usual location at 
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the South end of the Playa Carabassi we undressed and 
jumped into the waves to struggle through the surf and 
get behind it into the quieter waters. Normally R then 
makes a big half circle swim while I stay close to the 
shore where my toes still reach the sandy bottom, to do 
my aqua gym and to swim small circles. Aska had joined 
R on the bigger swim like the day before; when I found 
the waves were so strong that they now and then crashed 
over me, I decided to get out and swim back to shore… 
Only then did I become aware of a very strong undertow 
which made my progress slow. Then a wave crashed 
over my head just as I was inhaling… temporarily 
paralyzed I was, till I felt Renate’s strong hands on my 
back and her voice above the noise ‘come-on, go go go’. 
We made the last ten meters to firm footing, then the 
beach. I was relieved to breathe without fearing waves, I 
turned around, scanned the rough sea surface and far far 
away saw Aska waving with both arms… I shouted: 
Aska is in trouble!! and Renate saw that then too and 
without hesitation plunged into the surf and swam with 
strong crawl strokes in Aska’s direction; then there was a 
jogging man beside me and I shouted to him: danger, girl 
in trouble! He swiftly took his shoes off, then his shirt 
and shorts, jumped into the sea and swam after Renate 
towards Aska. They got there at the same time, R 
grabbed A (later told us A was hyperventilating, close to 
giving up). R calmed Aska down and then the two 
rescuers took A between them, I saw the three heads 
bobbing in the waves. The stranger was a stronger runner 
than swimmer, R recalled her rescue swim lessons of 
decades ago. Progress was too slow, so R decided to get 
A to hold her hips so she could use both arms to swim 
and A could hang on; R and the man then took turns and 
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in about ten minutes could touch bottom and stumble to 
the beach. The four of us embraced crying with Aska 
sobbing ‘you saved my life’. The man told us his name 
was Natalio and gave us his phone number. The next day 
we met his family in Santa Pola! We agreed that 8 
October would be our joint life-celebration in the future! 
 
One day mid-November Opa Dieter called and said: ‘I 
had a car accident’. A very serious one it turned out. R 
swiftly gathered some overnight items and we drove the 
140 km to Dieter’s house. Meantime R downloaded the 
pictures of his car, a Ford Fiesta, after the accident: it 
was ‘total loss’, frontally smashed into by a motorcycle 
at a speed over 100km/h while D was standing still in 
order to turn left; the car was compressed to half the 
length of the part between windshield and front bumper. 
Miraculously the cage where D sat was not deformed and 
he was shielded from impact by three airbags. He did not 
have a single bruise or scratch! Taken to hospital by an 
ambulance, the hospital staff could not find any injury 
and sent him home the same day! The windshield was 
not even scratched, the cyclist and his machine flew over 
the car into a ditch tens of meters further on. Although 
Dieter was physically unscathed, psychically he was 
shaken, lost confidence, decided not to buy a car 
anymore and to stop driving altogether. At 94 in any case 
a wise decision. We are immensely relieved to still have 
him! The motorcyclist, a man of 61 from the same 
region, was taken to an NL trauma clinic in nearby 
Enschede by a helicopter. We have not been informed 
about his condition or even whether he survived.  
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Renate and I spent several days with Dieter including 
Boxing day -26 December-; we talk by FaceTime every 
day and he is back in his tennis- and language courses 
routine. He knows we are there for him, less than 2 hours 
away if need be; Dieter has good neighbours, plus a 
sister-in-law and her daughter with family in his town. 
Together we H&R, Larissa and Kolja plus some local 
family and friends celebrated his 94th birthday in an 
excellent local restaurant, enjoying roasted goose with all 
the trimmings. 
 
The many exhibits and concerts we enjoyed received 
short thrift in this report: we are surrounded by theatres, 
concert halls and musea with new programs again and 
again. All these within 100 km, many within 35 km. Our 
only shortage is that of time!  
 
Our good health, peace and living in a free society under 
the rule of law, these are our major privileges. For this 
new year we look forward to a ski holiday in the Italian 
Dolomites end of January, a three week trip -our first- to 
Japan with Aska as our guide starting mid March, twice 
three weeks in Spain with a Van der Laan family reunion 
in Michigan with visit to Ontario between them. Never a 
dull moment in retirement! All this is possible only 
because Renate is my unbelievable soulmate, with 
hospitality modeled on sister Stiny’s in earlier times, 
running a smooth household while excecuting difficult 
translations as TAALRIJK (ver)taal service as well as 
giving language lessons. Cooking from first principles 
with fresh produce every day. In Dutch: een duizendpoot. 
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This picture below shows Renate and Larissa in a special 
space with Ingeborg & Rudi’s family, in their home town 
Wassenaar, in its foremost museum Voorlinden.  
 

 
 
That was a summary sketch of an eventful year with 
many blessings for the Van der Laans!! With apologies 
for the delay and the length.. 
 
    =========== 


